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When you started using the public library, you probably learned about Melvil Dewey and his system for ordering libraries. The Dewey Decimal Classification System has ten major categories for organizing books, including philosophy, religion and the arts. Each category is assigned a number, so, for example, when you want a book about
modern art, you head to the 700 block. Larger libraries, such as universities, tend to use the Library of Congress Classification System because it offers a more specific range of subjects for categorization, adding subjects such as medicine and law for a total of 21 categories. Your home library may or may not be as large as your local
public library, but a good setup system will still help you find the book you want quickly. You could take a page from Dewey and the Library of Congress and sort the books by subject. Sections for topics such as history, technology or fiction could facilitate their recovery. This system would also allow him to highlight a particular passion,
such as an extensive collection of the history of World War II. Advertising Here are other ways to organize a collection. Author literacy works well for fiction, but not necessarily for nonfiction books of various subjects. Judging a book by its cover is usually poorly seen, but color classification can be aesthetically pleasing to some. Those who
generally forget the colors of their books might disagree. After a painful breakup, the main character in Nick Hornby's book High Fidelity organizes his collection of records autobiographically in the order in which he acquired them. A chronological organization could include shelves that track the progress of your life, from reading loved
ones and college textbooks to parenting books. For some readers, there are two ways to look at books: read and not read. Prioritizing when you need the book will allow you to keep unread books at the forefront of your collection, as well as books you frequently reach, such as reference books or favorite novels. Once you've organized
your collection, you'll need somewhere to put it. On the next page, we'll take a look at the library's shelves and other furniture. by Gina TrapaniClick to see You're not going to spend another tax season to receive receipts and dig through your filing closet for the remains of dead trees, wondering if you're claiming everything you have to. No
siree! Next year, all tax documents - heck, all your important paperwork - will be converted into PDF files and arranged in folders in the search. Your bills, e-books, scanned press articles, tax forms, gadget manuals and customer contracts will be available to you whether or not you are in your filing closet. And can you organize them using
iTunes.Wha? Yes, I know iTunes is not a document organizer, but it does a surprisingly good job anyway. Using smart iTunes playlists and their pdf support, you can create a document library where PDFs are automatically sorted into keyword-based lists. Start. What you will need to digitize your documents as a PDF'sA scanner.
Document scanners are small, stylish and super cheap these days - some as low as $50 - so pick up one to digitize dead tree material such as newspapers, magazines or paper receipts. Scanner software will probably provide an option to generate scanning in a PDF document. If you digitize the paper stacks at once, you'll want an
automatic sheet feeder. (Hardware is not my forte, and the model you get depends on your needs and budget – but this thread has some recommendations from your fellow readers.) A PDF printing program. Windows users should download the free CutePDF writer for the ability to print office documents, emails, images and web pages to
a pdf file. (Seriously, CutePDF is a must-have.) Mac users, printing to PDF is all integrated into OS X, so you don't need to do one thing except choose PDF from the print dialog. G/O Media can get a $10 commission from its first bag of CoffeeTechnologist Jason Hunter stopped trying to arrange paper documents in physical files; instead,
read moreCreate a separate iTunes library for your documents Bed Beds, your 1099 and those Beck MP3's, so you'll want to create an iTunes library all business completely new for your PDF. To do this, press and hold shift when you start iTunes (option for Mac users) and press the Create Library button from this dialog: Give the
document library a serious name, such as PdfDocuments. Once you have a new library startup, you can drag and drop PDF's on it to add them. But before you do so, a couple of tips to deal with PDF in iTunes:By default, when you add PDF to your iTunes library, iTunes copies them to the folder where you save your data, leaving it with
two copies of the document on your hard drive. It also creates artist and album subfolders, which do not apply to their PDFs (they will all be Unknown Artist and Unknown Album.) To keep your PDF where you originally stored it, in the iTunes Preferences pane, the Advanced tab, uncheck Copy files to iTunes Music Folder when adding to
library and Keep organized iTunes Music folder. Remove all music-specific fields from the default list, such as Artist, Album, and Last Playback by right clicking on the column header and unchecking them: Develop the tag vocabulary and create smart playlistsOnce you added some PDF in your iTunes library, you want to organize them
into virtual folders: actual playlists. The advantage playlists have about folders is that a document can live on more than one playlist – so that 1099 form of 2006 can live on the tax list, the 2006 list, the income list, and the 1099 list. You can manually create and drag and drop your PDF into them. Even better, you can use smart playlists
that fill dynamically based on your keywords. For example, I have renamed the MANUAL PHP PDF Manual PHP (ebook code) and then I have created a smart playlist for ebooks, all PDF where the name contains the word ebook:But I also have a smart playlist Code Reference that matches all PDFs with code in the name, and the PHP
Manual also appears there. Like all tagging systems, you will need to develop a vocabulary that works for you and stick to it to make sure all your PDFs appear on the smart playlists you should. For example, for tax documents, I call them by year, purpose (income/deduction), and form number (1099, 1098, etc.) So it's easy to see all 1099
of 2006, or all my income documents in general. Add your playlists to folders You can also group as playlist sets in a folder. For example, my playlists of tax documents are all in a folder called Taxes. If I click on the Taxes folder, I can see all pdfs contained in the playlists in the Taxes folder. Convenient.Si wants, you can use any of the
iTunes music metadata fields, such as Artist, Album, Genre and year to cut and dice your PDF's, but for me that's taking the shoving a square pdf file into a circular music file slot too far. I stuck to adding keywords to the document name only. This way, if one day I want to use another program and all my PDFs have keywords in their title,
they will still be easily searchable. (Also, Spotlight, Vista Saved Search folders and Google Desktop will find PDF with keywords in their title – but not other iTunes metadata fields.) But PDs are not music files: Why - and why not - iTunesMy three requirements to choose a PDF organizer were: that it is free, cross-platform (at least Mac and
Windows), and that supports tagging (so that a PDF could be archived under several folders.) iTunes fit the bill on all these counts. However, there are serious drawbacks to iTunes that use this way. There is no pdf preview in-iTunes or preview – no PDF reader at all, in fact. You will need to use Adobe Reader, FoxIt or Mac Preview to
actually open the documents. Finally, iTunes can't search for the content of a PDF, which also hurts me deeply. (However, Google Desktop Search and Spotlight can.) Windows only: Lifehacker's favorite PDF reader and Foxit Reader has just released a 2.0. Read more If these drawbacks are a no-go for you, there are alternatives. Mac
users married to the O, S and X should check the free Update: $34 Yep. Windows users who are willing to spend some cash, Rick recommends PaperPort (which goes for about $200 if you didn't get it with your scanner.) As far as I know, PaperPort does not support tagging. An application similar to PaperPort is mentioned above, free
DocsVault.Mac OS X only: The yep freeware program is a PDF viewer and organizer their many pdf documents. Read moreFinally, Lifehacker readers have some fantastic input on how they are digitizing and organizing their paper documents. What's your favorite way of doing your job? Let us know in the comments. Gina Trapani,
lifehacker's editor, will have her paperwork in order in 2007. His semi-weekly show, Geek to Live, appears every Wednesday and Friday on Lifehacker. Subscribe to the Geek to live feed to get new quotes in your news reader. We can earn commission from links on this page, but we only recommend the products we return. Why trust us?
Maximize your Andrew McCaul Home Library Skip the Dewey decimal system and try these low-level strategies to get your family's library under control. 1 of 4 Sort Books First Empty shelves and sort books by gender, alphabetically, or by color - which works for you. Stay in your favorite page shifts and reference books, in addition to
everything you haven't read yet (after a year, pass it on). Then store books where you'll use them: novels to take risks in the living room; children's books at a height for children in the family room. Organize books in a vertical position to support the spines, group by size, and separate rustic and hardcover, if possible. Large volumes can be
stacked, ideally no more than three high to prevent damage. 2 of 4 loan books (and recover them) Turn your collection into a loan-friendly library, without fearing you will ever see beloved books again. On a shelf, he stole a pen and a newspaper in which to joke about who borrowed what and when. Also, consider tagging your loans with
book plates. Store them in an envelope engraved on the inside cover of the loan log notebook, and fix them as you lend books. 3 of 4 Keep the Pages Dust-Free Align thorns of the books with the outer edge of the shelf to prevent dust from settled. To dust books themselves, take a vacuum or microfiber fabric and work from the spine,
keeping the book closed, as shown. Never clean books with wet cleaners, and if you use the products to clean the shelves, leave a wide drying time before replenishing batteries. 4 of 4 Maximize shelf space Make room for two rows of rustic with this riser DIY shelf. Store boxes of circled paper, plastic wrap, or foil, leaving the empty rolls
inside for support. Place boxes along the back of the shelf (you may need to cut to fit); paper without acid (from a craft or art shop). the books at the top and in front, leaving space in between, as shown. Advertising: Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar to piano.io piano.io piano.io
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